THE RAILWAYS OF THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC BRATISLAVA

based Klemensova 8, 813 61, Bratislava, IČO: 31 364 501, incorporated in Companies register, District Court Bratislava I, Section: Po, Insert no. 312/B, (abbreviated as “ŽSR”)

is informing that under the name of “Modern station” have announced the selection procedure to select the subject that will undertake railway station revitalization in Žilina.

“Modern station” project objective is to revive surroundings of the station and its complete renewal in cooperation with investor, whereby ŽSR as counter value for undertaking of these liabilities will give investor the right of using delineated commercial premises of revitalized railway station for a specific time.

Object of competition is to select the most convenient offer to contract on railway station revitalization project.

Persons concerned could, in the case of interest pick up competition conditions at ŽSR base explaining the rules of “Modern station” selection procedure. Anticipated schedule of competition:

- Competitors registration: until 17 September 2009
- Application assessment: 24 September 2009 (by this assessment the first part of contest will be finished – qualification)
- Submitting of competitive proposals: until 7 December 2009

Person responsible for communication with potential competitors within the context of selection procedure is:

Ing. Juraj Homoľa
Director, Property Management Department
Tel.: +421 2 2029 7780
Email: modernastanica@zsr.sk

ŽSR reserve the right to change the competition conditions, right to cancel competition, right to refuse all submitted proposals respectively change the selection procedure. There are no liabilities for ŽSR emerging from this announcement towards potential competitors and competition related costs are covered by competitors without refund entitlement.